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IN THE CLAIMS

Claims 1 - 39. (Canceled)

40. (Currently amended) The mothod of claim 23 further comprising: A method of providing antenna

diversity m a communications system that contains a transmission device that sends and receives a

plurality of transmit and receive packets, respectively, at a single location, the transmission device

including at least two antennas, the method comprising:

designating one antenna of the at least two antennas as a default antenna, wherein an antenna of

the at least two antennas other than the antenna that is designated as the default antenna is

an alternate antenna:

sending each transmit packet a first time using the default antenna as a transmit antenna, wherein

for anv transmit packet, the transmit antenna is whichever antenna ofthe at least two

antennas is used to send the transmit packet:

listening for each receive packet that acknowledges a previously sent transmit packet using as a

receive antenna the transmit antenna that was used to send the previously sent transmit

packet wherein for anv receive packet, the receive antenna is whichever antenna of the at

least two antennas is used to listen for the receive packet:

listening for all other receive packets using the default antenna as the receive antenna:

for anv transmit unicast packet, sending the transmit unicast packet on the alternate anterma if the

transmit unicast packet is not successfully transmitted bv the default antenna after one or

more attempts:

changing which antenna of the at least two antennas is the default antenna in response to

predetermined criteria that take into account the success ofthe transmit antenna in

transmission oftransmit packets and the success of the receive antenna in reception of

receive packets:

changing the transmit antenna by switching between the at least two antennas: and

for any transmit unicast packet, changing the transmit antenna after every other unsuccessful

resend of the transmit unicast packet.
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Claims 41 - 42. (Canceled)

43. (Currently amended) The mothod of claim 12 A method of providing antenna diversity in a

communications system that contains a transmission device that sends and receives a plurality oftransmit

and receive packets, respectively, at a single location, the transmission device including at least two

antennas, the method comprising:

rfesigating one antenna of the at least two antennas as a default antenna, wherein an antenna of

the at least two antennas other than the antenna that is designated as the default antenna is

an alternate antenna:

sending each transmit packet a first time using the default antenna as a transmit antenna, wherein

for anv transmit packet, the transmit antenna is whichever antenna of the at least, fryfl

antennas is used to send the transmit packet:

listening for each receive packet that acknowledges a previously sent transmit packet using as a

receive antenna the transmit antenna that was used to send the previously sent transmit

packet, \yherein for anv receive packet, the receive antenna is whichever antenna of the at

least two antennas is used to listen for the receive packet:

listening for all other receive packets using the default antenna as the receive antenna:

for anv transmit unicast packet, sending the transmit unicast packet on the alternate antenna if the

transmit unicast packet is not successfully transmitted bv the default antenna after one or

more attempts:

changing which antenna of the at least two antennas is the default antenna in response to

predetermined criteria that take into account the success of the transmit antenna in

transmission of transmit packets and the success ofthe receive antenna in reception of

receive packets:

changing the transmit antenna bv switching between the at least two antennas: and

for anv transmit unicast packet, changing the transmit antenna from the default antenna to the

alternate antenna after a number ofunsuccessful sends of the transmit unicast packet

wherein the number is adjusted prior to sending the transmit unicast packet a first time

based on an expected collision rate in the communications system.
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44. (Currently amended) The method of claim 49 A method ofproviding,
antenna diversity in a

m,ni™tinns svs*™ ** -rim a transmission device that sends and receives a plurality of transmit

~A r^iv. nackets -y~«*to. at a sinrle location, the transmission device including at least two

antennas, the method comprising:

^r1ri»Pm, antenna of the. at least two antennas as a default antenna, wherein an antenna of

th, «t teast two antennas other than the antenna that is designated as the default antenna is

an alternate antenna;

—aiw transmit pa<**t a first time using the default antenna as a transmit antenna, wherein

far anv transmit packet, the transmit antenna is whichever antenna of the at least two

antennas is used to send the transmit packet:

I.--*™* ,, far each receiv* packet that addled** a previously sent transmit packet using as a

r»rpivft antenna th* transmit antenna that was used to send the previously sent transmit

packet, wherein for anv receive packet, the receive antenna is whichever anterma of the at

l
east two antennas is used to listen for the receive packet

listPnin? for all QtW receive packets using the default antenna as the receive antenna;

far anv transmit™™*t racket, ending the transmit imicast packet on the alternate antenna ifthe

transmit unicast packet is not successfully transmitted hv the default anterma after one or.

more attempts;

^phip which antenna of the at least two antennas is the default antenna in response to

predeterinin«H criteria that take into account the success ofthe transmit antenna hi

remission oftransmit packets and the succe^ ofthe receive antenna in reception of

receive packets:

^hanpinp the transmit antenna bv switching between the at least two antennas; and
,

far anv transmit unicast packet, changinp the transmit antenna from the default antenna to the

alternate antenna after a number ofunsuccessful sends of the transmit urgent packet,

wherein the number is adjusted prior to sending the transmit unicast packet a first time

based on an expected overall load rate ofthe communications system.

Claims 45 - 49. (Canceled)
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50. (Currently amended) Tliu method ofokim 33 further oompri fringi A
.
method ofproviding antenna

mWr.ritv in aMKf^i"" astern that contains a transrnission device that
,

pepds and receives a

polity rftmMT* ™* ™«ive packets ,
respectively, at a single Iqcatim the transmission

.

device

including at two antennas, the method comprising.;

A~ir,»^r™e antenaa at 1east two antennas ^ a defan1t "rc^™1*' whgrem an antenna pf

tht> nt least two antenna other than the antenna that is designated as the default aptenna is

an a)ternate antenna;

^nh transmit na^t a firrt time using the default antenna as a transmit antenna, wherein

w *tw transmit p^V«t. the transmit ™tem™ is whichever antenna of the at least two

antennas is used to send the transmit packet:

lining for each receive packet that acknowledges a previously sent transit packet using as a

r^ive antenna fre transmit antenna that was used to send the previously sent transmit

pacVet. wherein far anv receive packet, the receive antenna is whichever antenna of the at

least two antennas is used to listen for the receive packet;

netting for all »thPr receive packets using the default antenna as the receive antenna;

for anv transmit unicast packet, sending the transmit unicast packet on the alternate antenna ifthe

transmit unicast is not successfully transmitted by the default antenna after one or

more attempts:

changing which antenna of the »t
,

feast two antennas is the default antenna in response to

predetermined criteria that take into account the success ofthe transmit antenna in

transmission oftransmit packets and the success ofthe receive antenna jn
,

reception of

receive packets:

Ranging the transmit antenna by switching between the at least two antennas; and

for any transmit unicast packet, changing the transmit antenna on every other send of the transmit

unicast packet until an overall number ofsends of the transmit unicast packet is reached or

until a receive packet that acknowledges the transmit unicast packet is received.

51 (Currently amended) Tho method of olaim 22 further oomprioingi A method ofproviding antenna

Hjyersttv in a communications system that contains a transmission device that sends apd receives a

plurality of transmit and receive packets, respectively, at a single location, the transmission device

including at least two antennas, the method comprising:
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^pnating one an*™™ of the at leg* two antennas as a default antenna, wherein an antenna of

wt ton antennas othpr than the antenna that is designated as the default antenna is

an alternate antenna:

QttnHi™ each transit packet a first time using the default antenna as a transmit antenna, wherein

far anY transmit nacket. the transmit antenna is whichever antenna of the at least two

antennas is used to send the transmit packet:

Honing for each ™*ive packet th»t acknowledges a previously sent transmit packet using as a

~r~ivf. antenna the transit antenna that was „sed to send the previously sent transmit

P^y^t, wWin for anv receive packet the receive antenna is whichever antenna of the at

teast two antennas is used to listen for the receive packet;

frstftning for all <*h*r receive papers using the default antenna as the receive antenna;

for anv transmit»™™st packet, sending the transmit unicast Packet pn the alternate antenna if the

francmit rniicamt packet is not successfully transmitted hv the default antenna after one or

more attempts:

^r^np which antenna ofthe at least two antennas is the default antenna in response to

predetermined criteria that take into account the success of the transmit antenna, jn

transmission of transmit packets and the success ofthe receive antenna in reception of

receive packets: and

for any transmit unicast packet, attempting to send the transmit unicast packet twice on each

antenna ofthe at least two antennas, beginning with the default antenna, until an overall

number of sends of the transmit unicast packet is reached or until a receive packet that

acknowledges the transmit unicast packet is received.

52. (Original) The method ofclaim 5 1 further comprising:

ifno receive packets that acknowledge the transmit unicast packet are received in response to the

sends of the transmit unicast packet, then

aborting transmission of the transmit unicast packet.

53. (Original) The method ofclaim 51 further comprising:

ifno receive packets that acknowledge the transmit unicast packet are received in response to the

sends of the transmit unicast packet, then
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aborting transmission of the transmit unicast packet;

attempting to send the transmit unicast packet at a lower data rate; and

maintaining the present default antenna designation.

54. (Original) The method of claim 5 1 further comprising:

if any receive packet that acknowledges the transmit unicast packet is received m response to a

send of the transmit unicast packet, then

if the receive packet that acknowledges the transmit unicast packet is received by the

default antenna, then

maintaining the present default antenna designation; and

otherwise, then

changing which antenna of the at least two antennas is designated as the default

antenna to whichever antenna of the at least two antennas received the receive

packet that acknowledges the transmit unicast packet.

55. (Original) The method of claim 51 further comprising:

ifany receive packet that acknowledges the transmit unicast packet is received in response to a

send of the transmit unicast packet, then

maintaining the present default antenna designation.

Claims 56 - 68. (Canceled)

69. (Currently amended) The method of claim 56 A method ofproviding antenna diversity m ft

^rminications «r**m that contains an access point tW sends and receives a plurality of transmit and

rpr.pwe packets. r*T^ve1v - at a g^1e location- the access ^"figured to communicate With a

plurality ofmpM* «frti<iM via the transmit and receive packets, the access point including at least tWQ

antennas, the method comprising:

H^pnntinp one antenn* of the at least t^n antennas as a default antenna, wherein an antenna of

the at least two antennas other than the antenna that is designated as the default antenna is

an alternate antenna;
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-
rnf1inr

^^it .micast t^w* .w time using the default antenr,* as a transmit antenna,

ww.»in for anv tr™™t packet, the transmit antenna is whichever antenna ofthe at least

two antennpg is used to send the transmit packet;

^ «nm»mit broadest packet using the default antenna as the transmit antenna,

wherein sending each transmit broadcast packet using the default antenna as the transmit

antenna allows a first mobile station at another location, the first mobile station having at

least two mobile station antennas, to learn which mobile station antenna ofthe at least two

mobile station antennas receives transmit broadcast packets effectively from the access

point[[.]]i

1f
f», r^ive nacv^t tM acknowledges a previously gent transmit packet using as a

~™ve antenna ft* transmit antenn» that^ used to send the previously sent transmit

P~wt, wherein for anv i^™ 1™**- antcnna is ™n"never ""ft™8 at

leant two antennas is used to listen for the receive packet.

i^.,r fa, all other receive p*<*ets "sing ™e dBfault antenr^ aS the TCCeiVe

f
~ ^c.if nacfr* «*ndi„g the transmit unicast packet on the alternate antenqa ifthe

^smit unicast meter is not 5ucces«f<.11v transmitted bv the default antenna after one or

more attempts: and

whirl, antenna »f the at least two antennas is the default antenna in response to

^determined crfr^* that take into account the success ofthe transmit antenna in

w^^inn nftransmit packets and the success ofthe receive antenna jr. reception of

receive packets.

Claims 70-71. (Canceled)

72. (Currently amended) The method of claim 57 fi irthor oompricing! A method of providing

antenna diversity ™ » communicative system that contains an access point that sends and receives a

p1
„ra1itv oftransit and receive nacWc respectively, at a sinrle location, the access point configured to

^mm.micate with » p'""1^ ofmob"» *in«m*™ "*™™%^ ^ 8CCeSS^
including at least two antermas. the method comprising:

^pn.thTP nne antenna of the at least two antennas as a default antenna, wherein an antenna of

the at least two antennas other than the antenna that is designated as the default antenna
,

js

afrernate antenna:
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,
rnriinr^ „nicast packet a first time using the defaultHew as a transmit antenna,

y*«rrin for anv tt™«™it racket, die «™«mit antenna is whichever antenna of the at least

two antennas is used to send the transmit packet:

ending each trans-" recastracket using the default antenna as thg transmit antenna;

]H-~r
w^ receive pack* that acknowledges a previously sent transmit packet using,

as a

—w nnt^nna the tran«™* antenna that was used to send fre previously sent transmit

r<.i~t wnPrein for any revive packet, th« r.yeive antenna is whichever antenna of the at

lP»gt two antennas is used to listen for the receive packet;

1ig
.
?r#fT fa, all other receiv* packets using the default antenna as the receive antenna;

^.pY^anrir ,,nicast pack* sending the transmit unicast packet on the alternate antenna if the

trawgmit nnicast pankpt is not succe«sfi."y transmitted hv the default antenna after one or
,

more attempts;

.KmpP «,Koh antenna ofth» at least two antennas is the default antenna in response to

predetermined criteria that take into account the success of the transmit antenna in

emission oftransmit packets ar-H the success of the receive antenna in reception of

receive packets:

^-Pftl ff
the transmit antenna hv switching hetween the at least two antennas; and

for any transmit unicast packet, changing the transmit antenna on every other send of the transmit

unicast packet until an overall number of sends of the transmit unicast packet is reached or

until a receive packet that acknowledges the transmit unicast packet is received.

73. (Currently amended) TUo umthod of oloim 56 further oomprioing? A method ofproviding

sntenm diversity ™ a .ommupications system that contains an access point that Rends and receives a

polity of transm* ™H^ packet* ^spectivelv. at a sinrfe location, the access point configured to

™mm,micate with - ph-lit* ofmobile stations via the transmit and receive packets, the access point

including at least two antennas, the method comprising:

^.fm.tinp one antenna ofthe at least two antennas as a default antenna wherein an antenna of

th* at to,* two antennas other than the antenna that is designated as the default antenna is

an alternate antenna:
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^*r,r transmit unicast packet a first time using the default antenna as a transmit antenna,

wwPjn for anv transit nacket. the transmit antenna is whichever antenna pfthe at least

two antennas is used to send the transmit packet

Cf,nH^
ff
each transmit broadcast packet using the default antenna as the transmit antenna;

nctfrpinp for each receive packet that acknowledges a previously sent transmit packet using as a

r^ivft antenna the transmit antenna that was used to send the previously sent transmit

packet, wherein for anv receive packet, the receive antenna is whichever antenna of the at

least two antennas is used to listen for the receive packet;

lictPninp for all other receive packets using the default antenna as the receive antenna;

f», »t,v transmit unicast packet, sending the transmit unicast packet on the alternate antenna jf the

transmit unicast packet is not successfully transmitted bv the default antenna after one or

more attempts:

changing which antenna of the at least two antennas is the default antenna in response to

predetermined criteria that take into account the success of the transmit anterfflajn

'

transmission of transmit packets and the success of the receive antenna in reception of

receive packets: and

for any transmit unicast packet, attempting to send the transmit unicast packet twice on each

antenna ofthe at least two antennas, beginning with the default antenna, until an overall

number of sends of the transmit unicast packet is reached or until a receive packet that

acknowledges the transmit unicast packet is received.

74. (Original) The method of claim 73 further comprising:

ifno receive packets that acknowledge the transmit unicast packet are received in response to the

sends ofthe transmit unicast packet, then

aborting transmission ofthe transmit unicast packet.

75 . (Original) The method ofclaim 73 further comprising:

ifno receive packets that acknowledge the transmit unicast packet are received in response to the

sends ofthe transmit unicast packet, then

aborting transmission ofthe transmit unicast packet;
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attempting to send the transmit unicast packet at a lower data rate; and

maintaining the present default antenna designation.

76. (Original) The method of claim 73 further comprising:

if any receive packet that acknowledges the transmit unicast packet is received in response to a

send of the transmit unicast packet, then

maintaining the present default antenna designation.

Claims 77 - 84. (Canceled)

85. (Currently amended) Tho method of claim 78 further oompriaing! A method of providing

ffflfttma diversity m a communications system that contains a mobile station that mfa find receives a

plurality nf transmfr *md receive packets, respectively, at a single location, the mobile statipfl configured

to communicate with an access point via the transmit and receive packets, the mobile station including at

leaflt two antennas, the method comprising:

designating one antenna of the at least two antennas as a default antenna, wherein an antenna of

the at least two antennas other than the antenna that is designated as the default antenna is

an alternate antenna:

sending each transmit unicast packet a first time using the default antenna a$ a transmit antenna

wherein for arty transmit packet the transmit antenna is whichever antenna of the at least

two antennas is used to send the transmit packet to the access point;

listening for each receive packet that acknowledges a previously sent transmit packet using as a

receive antenna the transmit antenna that was used to send the previously sent transmit

packet, wherein for anv receive packet, the receive antenna is whichever antenna of the_at

least two antennas is used to listen for the receive packet from the access point;

listening for all other receive packets, using the default antenna as the receive antenna;

for anv transmit unicast packet, sending the transmit unicast packet on the alternate antenna iflhg

transmit unicast packet is not successfully transmitted bv the default antenna after one or

more attempts:

changing which antenna of the at least two antennas is the default antenna in response to

predetermined criteria that take into account the success of the transmit antenna in
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^mission of transmit packets and the success of the receive antennam reception of

receive packets:

rhanpinp the transmit antenna bv switching between the at least two antennas; art}

for any transmit unicast packet, changing the transmit antenna after every other unsuccessfiil

resend of the transmit unicast packet.

Claims 86 - 90, (Canceled)

91. (Currently amended) Tho method of olaim 90 further eomprioing: A method of providing

antenna diversity in a communications system that contains a mobile station that sends and receives a

• plurality of transmit and receive packets, respectively, at a single location, the mobile station configured

to communicate with an qpcess point via the transmit and receive packets, the mobile station including at

least two antennas, the method comprising:

designating one antenna of the at least two antennas as a default antenna, wherein an antenna of

the at least two antennas other than the antenna that is designated as the default antenna is

an alternate antenna:

sending each transmit unicast packet a first time using the default antenna as a transmit antenna.

wherein for any transmit packet, the transmit antenna is whichever antenna of the at least

two antennas is used to send the transmit packet to the access point:

listening for each receive packet that acknowledges a previously sent transmit packet using as a

receive antenna the transmit antenna that was used to send the previously sent transmit

packet, wherein for anv receive packet, the receive antenna is whichever antenna of the at

least two antennas is used to listen for the receive packet from the access point:

listCTiinp for all other receive packets, using the default antenna as the receive antenna:

for anv transmit unicast packet, sending the transmit unicast packet on the alternate antenna if the

transmit unicast packet is not successfully transmitted bv the default antenna after one or

more attempts:

changing which antenna ofthe at least two antennas is the default antenna in response to

predetermined criteria that take into account the success of the transmit antenna in

transmission of transmit packets and the success of the receive antenna in reception of
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receive packets, wherein the receive packets include receive broadcast packets that

respectively comprise receive beacon packets; and

changing which of the at least two antennas is designated as the default antenna iftwo

consecutive receive beacon packets have been missed based on the expected time of arrival

of the receive beacon packets from the access point.

Claims 92 - 96, (Canceled)

97. (Currently amended) The mothod of olaim 78 further oomprioing: A method of providing

antenna diversity in a communications system that contains a mobile station that sends and receive^ a

plurality of transmit and receive packets, respectively, at a single location, the mobile station configured

to communicate with an access point via the transmit and receive packets, the mobile station including at

least two antennas, the method comprising:

Hesitating one antenna of the at least two antennas as a default antenna, wherein an
,

antenna Qf

the at least two fintennas other than the antenna that is designated as the default antenna is

an alternate antenna:

sending each transmit unicast packet a first time using the default antenna as a transmit antenna.

wherein for anv transmit packet, the transmit antenna is whichever antenna of the at least

two antennas is used to send the transmit packet to the access point:

listening for each receive packet that acknowledges a previously sent transmit packet using as a

receive antenna the transmit antenna that was used to send the previously sent transmit

packet wherein for anv receive packet the receive antenna is whichever antenna of the at

least two antennas is used to listen for the receive packet from the access point;

listening for all other receive packets, using the default antenna as the receive antenna;

for anv transmit unicast packet sending the transmit unicast packet on the alternate antenna if the

transmit unicast packet is not successfully transmitted bv the default antenna after one or

more attempts:

changing which antenna ofthe at least two antennas is the default antenna in response to

predetermined criteria that take into account the success of the transmit antenna in

transmission of transmit packets and the success of the receive antenna in reception <?f

receive packets:
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^rnf»nP rtie transmit antenna bv switching between the at least two antennas; and

for any transmit unicast packet, changing the transmit antenna on every other send of the transmit

unicast packet until an overall number of sends of the transmit unicast packet is reached or

until a receive packet that acknowledges the transmit unicast packet is received.

98. (Currently amended) The method of olaim 77 further compriaing: A method ofproviding

antenna diversity in a communications system that contains a mobile station that sends and recedes a

plurality of transmit and receive packets, respectively, at a single location, the mobile station configured

to cnrnmunicate with an access point via the transmit and receive packets, the mobile station including at

least two antennas, the method comprising:

designating one antenna of the at least two antennas as a default antenna, wherein an antenna of

the at least two antennas other than the antenna that is designated as the default antenna is

an alternate antenna:

sending each transmit unicast packet a first time using the default antenna as a transmit antenna,

wherein for any transmit packet, the transmit antenna is whichever antenna of the at least

two antennas is used to send the transmit packet to the access point:

listening for each receive packet that acknowledges a previously sent transmit packet using as a

receive antenna the transmit antenna that was used to send the previously sent transmit

packet, wherein for any receive packet, the receive antenna is whichever antenna of the at

least two antennas is used to listen for the receive packet from the access point;

listening for all other receive packets, using the default antenna as the receive antenna;

for anv transmit unicast packet sending the transmit unicast packet on the alternate antenna if the

transmit unicast packet is not successfully transmitted bv the default antenna after one or

more attempts:

changing which antenna of the at least two antennas is the default antenna in response to

predetermined criteria that take into account the success of the transmit antenna in

transmission of transmit packets and the success of the receive antenna in reception of

receive packets: and

for any transmit unicast packet, attempting to send the transmit unicast packet twice on each

antenna ofthe at least two antennas, beginning with the default antenna, until an overall
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number of sends of the transmit unicast packet is reached or until a receive packet that

acknowledges the transmit unicast packet is received,

99. (Original) The method of claim 98 further comprising:

ifno receive packets that acknowledge the transmit unicast packet are received in response to the

sends of the transmit unicast packet, then

aborting transmission of the transmit unicast packet

100. (Original) The method of claim 99 further comprising:

ifno receive packets that acknowledge the transmit unicast packet are received in response to the

sends of the transmit unicast packet, then

aborting transmission of the transmit unicast packet;

attempting to send the transmit unicast packet at a lower data rate; and

maintaining the present default antenna designation.

101 . (Original) The method ofclaim 99 further comprising:

if any receive packet that acknowledges the transmit unicast packet is received in response to a

send of the transmit unicast packet, then

if the receive packet that acknowledges the transmit unicast packet is received by the

default antenna, then

maintaining the present default antenna designation; and

otherwise, then

changing which antenna of the at least two antennas is designated as the default

antenna to whichever antenna of the at least two antennas received the receive

packet that acknowledges the transmit unicast packet.

Claims 102 - 1 19. (Canceled)

120. (Currently amended) Tho mothod of claim 107 further oomprisiftgrA mgthod of providing

antenna diversity in a communications system that contains a transmission device that send? and receives

a plurality of transmit and receive packets, respectively, at a single location, the transmission device
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configured to communicate with a plurality of destination transmission devices via the transmit and

receive packets, the transmission device including at least two antennas, the method comprising:

designating one antenna of the at least two antennas as a broadcast default antenna:

designating one antenna of the at least two antennas as a destination default antenna, wherein the

destination default antenna and the broadcast default antenna are not necessarily the same

antenna of the at least two antennas:

sending each transmit unicast packet a first time using the destination default antenna as a

transmit antenna, wherein for any transmit packet, the transmit antenna is whichever

antenna of the at least two antennas is used to send the transmit packet, wherein an antenna

of the at least two antennas other than the antenna that is designated as the destination

default antenna is a destination alternate antenna:

sending each transmit broadcast packet using the broadcast default antenna as the transmit

antenna:

listening for each receive packet that acknowledges a previously sent transmit packet using as a

receive antenna the transmit antenna that was used to send the previously sent transmit

packet, wherein for any receive packet, the receive antenna is whichever antenna of the at

least two antennas is used to listen for the receive packet:

listening for all other receive packets using the broadcast default antenna as the receive antenna:

for anv transmit unicast packet sending the transmit unicast packet on the destination alternate

antenna if the transmit unicast packet is not successfully transmitted bv the destination

default antenna after one or more attempts:

changing which antenna ofthe at least two antennas is the broadcast default antenna in response

tp predetermined criteria that take into account the success of the transmit antenna in

transmission oftransmit packets and the success of the receive antenna in reception of

tmivt packets;

changing the transmit antenna bv switching between the at least two antennas: and

for any transmit unicast packet, changing the transmit antenna after every other unsuccessful

resend of the transmit unicast packet.

Claims 121 - 126. (Canceled)
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127. (Currently amended) Tha method of olaim 126 further comprising* A method ofproviding

antenna diversity in a communications system that contains a transmission device that sends and receives

a plurality of transmit and receive packets, respectively, at a single location, the transmission device

configured to communicate with a plurality of destination transmission devices via the transmit and

receive packets, the transmission device including at least two antennas, the method comprising:

designating one antenna of the at least two antennas as a broadcast default antenna:

designating one antenna of the at least two antennas as a destination default antenna, wherein the

destination default antenna and the broadcast default antenna are not necessarily the same

antenna of the at least two antennas:

sending each transmit unicast packet a first time using the destination default antenna as a

transmit antenna, wherein for any transmit packet, the transmit antenna is whichever

antenna of the at least two antennas is used to send the transmit packet wherein an antenna

of the at least two antennas other than the antenna that is designated as the destination

default antenna is a destination alternate antenna:

pending each transmit broadcast packet using the broadcast default antenna as the transmit

antenna:

listening for each receive packet that acknowledges a previously sent transmit packet using as a

receive antenna the transmit antenna that was used to send the previously sent transmit

packet, wherein for anv receive packet, the receive antenna is whichever antenna of the at

least two antennas is used to listen for the receive packet

listening for all other receive packets using the broadcast default antenna as the receive antenna:

for anv transmit unicast packet, sending the transmit unicast packet on the destination alternate

antenna if the transmit unicast packet is not successfully transmitted by the destination

default antenna after one or more attempts:

changing which antenna ofthe at least two antennas is the broadcast default antenna in response

to predetermined criteria that take into account the success ofthe transmit antenna in

transmission of transmit packets and the success ofthe receive antenna in reception of

receive packets, wherein the receive packets include receive broadcast packets that

respectively comprise receive beacon packets: and
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changing which of the at least two antennas is designated as the broadcast default antenna iftwo

consecutive receive beacon packets have been missed based on the expected time of arrival

of the receive beacon packets from the destination transmission devices.

Claims 128 - 13 1 . (Canceled)

132. (Currently amended) Tho method of claim 106 A method ofproviding antenna diversity in a

communications system that contains a transmission device that sends and receives a plurality of transmit

and receive packets, respectively, at a single location, the transmission device configured to communicate

with a plurality of destination transmission devices via the transmit and receive packets, the transmission

device including at least two antennas, the method comprising:

designating one antenna of the at least two antennas as a broadcast default antenna:

designating one antenna of the at least two antennas as a destination default antenna, wherein the

destination default antenna and the broadcast default antenna are not necessarily the same

antenna of the at least two antennas:

sending each transmit unicast packet a first time using the destination default antenna as a

transmit antenna, wherein for any transmit packet the transmit antenna is whichever

antenna of the at least two antennas is used to send the transmit packet wherein an antenna

of the at least two antennas other than the antenna that is designated as the destination

default antenna is a destination alternate antenna:

sending each transmit broadcast packet using the broadcast default antenna as the transmit

antenna, wherein sending each transmit broadcast packet using the broadcast default

antenna as the transmit antenna allows a first destination transmission device at another

location, the first destination transmission device having at least two destination antennas, to

learn which destination antenna of the at least two destination receives transmit broadcast

packets effectively from the transmission device [[.]];

listening for each receive packet that acknowledges a previously sent transmit packet using as a

receive antenna the transmit antenna that was used to send the previously sent transmit

packet, wherein for anv receive packet the receive antenna is whichever antenna of the at

least two antennas is used to listen for the receive packet:

listening for all other receive packets using the broadcast default antenna as the receive antenna;
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for any transmit unicast packet, sending the transmit unicast packet on the destination alternate

antenna if the transmit unicast packet is not successfully transmitted bv the destination

defaufr antenna after one or more attempts: and

changing which antenna of the at least two antennas is the broadcast default antenna in response

to predetermined criteria that take into account the success of the transmit antenna in

transmission of transmit packets and the success of the receive antenna in reception of

receive packets.

Claims 133 - 135. (Canceled)

136. (Currently amended) Tho method of claim 107 further oomprioing; A method ofproviding

antenna diversity in a communications system that contains a transmission device that sends and receives

. a plurality of transmit and receive packets, respectively, at a single location, the transmission device

configured to communicate with a plurality of destination transmission devices via the transmit and

receive packets, the transmission device including at least two antennas, the method comprising:

designating one antenna of the at least two antennas as a broadcast default antenna:

designating one antenna of the at least two antennas as a destination default antenna, wherein the

destination default antenna and the broadcast default antenna are not necessarily the same

antenna of the at least two antennas:

sending each transmit unicast packet a first time using the destination default antenna as a

transmit antenna, wherein for any transmit packet, the transmit antenna is whichever

antenna of the at least two antennas is used to send the transmit packet wherein an antenna

of the at least two antennas other than the antenna that is designated as the destination

default antenna is a destination alternate antenna:

sending each transmit broadcast packet using the broadcast default antenna as the transmit

antenna:

listening for each receive packet that acknowledges a previously sent transmit packet using as a

receive antenna the transmit antenna that was used to send the previously sent transmit

packet, wherein for any receive packet the receive antenna is whichever antenna of the at

least two antennas is used to listen for the receive packet:

listening for all other receive packets using the broadcast default antenna as the receive antenna:
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for any transmit unicast packet, sending the transmit unicast packet on the destination alternate

antenna if the transmit unicast packet is not successfully transmitted bv the destination

default antenna after one or more attempts:

changing which antenna of the at least two antennas is the broadcast default antenna in response

to predetermined criteria that take into account the success of the transmit antenna in

transmission of transmit packets and the success of the receive antenna in reception of

receive packets:

phanging the transmit antenna bv switching between the at least two antennas: and

for any transmit unicast packet, changing the transmit antenna on every other send of the transmit

unicast packet until an overall number of sends of the transmit unicast packet is reached or

until a receive packet that acknowledges the transmit unicast packet is received.

137. (Currently amended) The method of olaim -106 further oompriom^f A method ofproviding

antenna diversity in a communications system that contains a transmission device that sends and receives

a plurality of transmit and receive packets, respectively, at a single location, the transmission device

configured to communicate with a plurality of destination transmission devices via the transmit and

receive packets, the transmission device including at least two antennas, the method comprising:

designating one antenna of the at least two antennas as a broadcast default antenna:

designating one antenna of the at least two antennas as a destination default antenna, wherein the

destination default antenna and the broadcast default antenna are not necessarily the same

antenna of the at least two antennas:

sending each transmit unicast packet a first time using the destination default antenna as a

transmit antenna, wherein for any transmit packet, the transmit antenna is whichever

antenna of the at least two antennas is used to send the transmit packet, wherein an antenna

of the at least two antennas other than the antenna that is designated as the destination

default antenna is a destination alternate antenna:

sending each transmit broadcast packet using the broadcast default antenna as the transmit

antenna:

listening for each receive packet that acknowledges a previously sent transmit packet using as a

receive antenna the transmit antenna that was used to send the previously sent transmit
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packet wherein for anv receive packet the receive antenna is whichever antenna of the at

least two antennas is used to listen for the receive packet;

listening for all other receive packets usinp the broadcast default antenna as the receive antenna:

for anv transmit unicast packet, sending the transmit unicast packet on the destination alternate

antenna ifthe transmit unicast packet is not successfully transmitted bv the destination

default antenna after one or more attempts;

changing which antenna of the at least two antennas is the broadcast default antenna in response

to predetermined criteria that take into account the success ofthe transmit antenna in

transmission oftransmit packets and the success ofthe receive antenna in reception of

receive packets: and

for any transmit unicast packet to be sent to one destination transmission device of the

destination transmission devices, attempting to send the transmit unicast packet twice on

each antenna of the at least two antennas, beginning with the destination default antenna,

until an overall number of sends ofthe transmit unicast packet is reached or until a receive

packet that acknowledges the transmit unicast packet is received.

1 38. (Original) The method of claim 1 37 further comprising:

ifno receive packets that acknowledge the transmit unicast packet are received in response to the

sends of the transmit unicast packet, then

aborting transmission of the transmit unicast packet.

139. (Original) The method of claim 137 further comprising:

if any receive packet that acknowledges the transmit unicast packet is received in response to a

send of die transmit unicast packet, then

using whichever antenna of the at least two antennas received the receive packet

that acknowledges the transmit unicast packet as the destination default

antenna the first time that any subsequent transmit unicast packet is sent to the

one destination transmission device.

Claims 140 - 143. (Canceled)
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144. (Currently amended) Thn mothod of olnim 106 further oompriGing: A method of providing

antenna diversity in a communications system that contains a transmission device that sends and receives

a plurality of transmit and receive packets, respectively, at a single location^ the transmission device

configured to communicate with a plurality of destination transmission devices via the transmit and

receive packets, the transmission device including at least two antennas, the method comprising:

designating one antenna of the at least two antennas as a broadcast default antenna:

designating one antenna ofthe at least two antennas as a destination default antenna, wherein the

destination default antenna and the broadcast default antenna are not necessarily the same

antenna of the at least two antennas:

sending each transmit unicast packet a first time using the destination default antenna as a

transmit antenna, wherein for anv transmit packet the transmit antenna is whichever

antenna of the at least two antennas is used to send the transmit packet, wherein an antenna

of the at least two antennas other than the antenna that is designated as the destination

default antenna is a destination alternate antenna:

sending each transmit broadcast packet using the broadcast default antenna as the transmit

antenna:

listening for each receive packet that acknowledges a previously sent transmit packet using as a

receive antenna the transmit antenna that was used to send the previously sent transmit

packet, wherein for anv receive packet, the receive antenna is whichever antenna of the at

least two antennas is used to listen for the receive packet:

listening for all other receive packets using the broadcast default antenna as the receive antenna:

for anv transmit unicast packet, sending the transmit unicast packet on the destination alternate

antenna ifthe transmit unicast packet is not successfully transmitted bv the destination

default antenna after one or more attempts:

changing which antenna of the at least two antennas is the broadcast default antenna in response

to predetermined criteria that take into account the success of the transmit antenna in

transmission of transmit packets and the success of the receive antenna in reception of

receive packets: and
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for any destination transmission device of the destination transmission devices, identifying a

corresponding individual antenna of the at least two antennas that is empirically known to

communicate successfully with the destination transmission device.

145. (Original) The method of claim 144 further comprising:

changing which of the at least two antennas is designated as the destination default antenna based

on the individual antenna and the destination transmission device.

146. (Original) The method of claim 144 further comprising:

for all individual antennas and destination transmission devices, creating an antenna table of the

individual antennas and consulting the table to change which of the at least two antennas is

designated as the destination default antenna for each respective destination transmission

device.

147. (Original) The method of claim 144 further comprising:

for all individual antennas and destination transmission devices, creating an antenna table of the

individual antennas and consulting the table to change the transmit antenna for each

respective destination transmission device.

Claims 148 - 149. (Canceled)
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